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TT No.085: 17/04/05 Ground/Club Focus: Paul Roth – Trowbridge Town (Hell 

1W)  

TROWBRIDGE TOWN VS HEADINGTON AMTS; HELLENIC DIV.1 WEST; Res: 0-0; 

Programme £1 with admission. 

It is 21 years since I last visited the Wiltshire County town to watch football and it 

is hard to imagine that back then they were in the equivalent of todays' 

conference (playing Fisher Athletic in a relegation battle). Myself and the two 

clubs have come a long way since 1984 but ultimately the Town are now 1 mile 

further out of town down Bradley Road at their new Woodmarsh arena. 

Travelling by train and, after changing at Westbury to do the GBG pub entry-a bit 

further away from the station than I thought, I arrived at Trowbridges' ground at 

2p.m. The place has a rural feel to it being just in the countryside on the edge of 

town and to be honest I was slightly disappointed with it. There is no clubhouse 

but the Mash Tun pub across the road does food and so the visitor needn't go 

thirsty! 

An excellent 40-page programme sold for £1 and seemed to include admission 

although a sign as you enter the ground states "admission £2-50p". There are 2 

covered areas; one on the halfway and a further one behind the far goal. There is 

a canteen serving pasties and tea etc. 

The football itself was nothing to write home about as the title chasing home side 

never really got going despite missing quite a few good scoring chances. The final 

score being a poorish 0-0. I felt the pitch could have done with a cut and roll. 

Having just 22 minutes from the final whistle to get back to the station, I really got 

my skates on and so can definitely confirm that Woodmarsh is a brisk 20 mins walk 

from there! The mad world we live in meant going to Bath Spa to get my train back 

to London (only to find myself 40 minutes later gliding back through Trowbridge) 

due to essential engineering works re-routing the train back via Hungerford! 

Not the best footballing day but, as ever, most enjoyable. Distance measured - 

19689 steps (!). WebEd - see Paul's report from Sileby Rangers (20/03/05) which 

will help to explain his punishing new exercise schedule!! 
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